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Ind. Anti. XV. Page

(6,

3, 4,

ifi. r. 554.
L.

El. XIV. P. 116.

1. An...to...lo. (Andhra)

'Had a rich fertile soil with a moist hot climate, the

people were of violent character, their mode of speech
-differed from that of ^mid-India, but they followed the
same system of writing. There were twenty odd Bud-
dhistic monasteries with more than three thousand
trethern. Near the capital (pin...ki...lo) was a large

monastery with a succession of high walls and storied

terraces*
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Walters, Yuan Chwang.
Vol. II. p. 209.

-. Te. . .na. . .ka. . .chi. . .ka (Dhanakataka)

The country had a rich soil and yielded abundant
crops. There was much waste land and inhabited towns
were few. The climate was warm and the people were
of black complexion, violent disposition, and fond of
the ARTS. There was a crowd of Buddhistic Monaste-
ries but most of them were deserted, about twenty being
in use with one thousand brethern, mostly adherents of
the Mahayanika System. There were hundred Deva.
Temples and the followers of the various sects were:
numerous'.

^

Watters, Yuan Chwang
P. 214 flf
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"The Andhra kings appear to have maintained

towards the cloze of their dynasty a constant intercourse

with China and we find the Chinese government on one

occasion sending an army to assist in putting down a

rebellion in India"

rfto3ooo~3&-5T<'3b. 3 &O&DOO

o

Marshman : History of India. P. 36.
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Next comes the Andar a still more powerful race,

which possesses numerous villages and thirty towns

defended by walls and towers and which supplies its king
with an army of one lakh of infantry, two thousand

<cavalry and one thousand elephants.

Magasthenes J. W. Mac Crinddle,

Indian Antiquary,
Dec 1877 p. 339.

CJ 00
, 2

The king of Vijayanagar has in his dominions three

Tiundred ports, each of which is equal to Calicut...The

country is for the most part well - cultivated, very fertile

and contains about three hundred harbours, one sees

there more than a thousand elephants; the troops
.amount in number to eleven lakh.

Abdur Razak. 15th Cen.

History of Andhra Commerce, p. 4,

800

eotf &oiroa>.
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The port of PULICAT was the eastern gateway for

Vijayanagar commerce. It had a fair sea haven to

which ships of Moors came in great number. It carried

on trade with Pegu, Malacca, Sumatra and China in

the East and Malabar and Cambaya in the west.

From Malabar and Cambaya, Pulicat imported

vermilion and dyes required for its cotton cloth, Mecca

velvets, rose water, quick silver and copper. From

Pegu gold and Silver, rubies and musk were imported
into Pulicat. From Ceylon and Kayal came some

precious stones and pearls. In exchange for these, Puli-

cat exported its own printed cotton clothes manufactu-

red locally to the eastern countries. There was also a.

large coastal trade in provisions.

Barbosa, 16thCen.

From History of Andhra Commerce

p. 4.

&oQ. e'Sg' boQ esl
.
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Masulipatam is strangling town (Village), the houses
in which are built of wood, and stand detached from one

another. This place, which is on the sea -shore is

renowned merely on account of its anchorage, which is

the best in the Bay of Bengal, and it is the sole place
from which vessels sail for PEGU, SIAM, ARAKAN,
BENGAL, COCHIN CHINA, MECCA and HORMUZ
as also for the islands of Madagaskar, Sumatra and
the Manillas.

From. Travels in India

by Jean Baptiste Tavernieiv
Vol. I. Page 141.. .142,

1925 (1605. ..1665) 165L

co

Land here (Visakhapatnam) is considered of so little

value that every person who built took in as much ashe

could employ _ I bought some beautiful sandalwood

and ivory boxes for which this place is famous.

'Original Letters ...

Mrs Fay. 3. ..3. ..1815

P. 219, Calcutta. 1968.
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8 S5. sSbotf88. 1885.

'....They are taller and fairer than Tamils, otherwise

they are of typical Dravidian features. They are enter-

prising people, good farmers and skilful seamen.'

The Encyclopaedia of

Britanica; Cambridge
1911. p. 577 under

TELUGU.

The Telugus are a people quite as highly civilized

as any in Europe, occasionally their mode of speech
resembles those of Italy

59

G. P. Brown : A Grammar of Telugu Language
P. 165 (1857)

The namudris themselves believe that most of them
came from the land lying between the two great rivers,

the Krishna and the Godavari. Tradition points to the

same theory and the ancient books of Kerala confirm the

popular belief, the accuracy of which may be verified by



C3

;a careful observer. There are so many points of simila-

rity between the nambudris and their prototype residents

of the Telugu Country from which they are said to have
-come.

Travancore Census Report
Vol. L p. 654 as

quoted in Andhra Social

Life and Organisation.

1937.

,

"Itftf ~fo&*$ i

t

is

83^5?

?6o. 1. &&. 654

The land has plenty of rice and Indian corn grains,
beans and other kinds of crops, which are not sown in

parts, also an infinity of cotton.

Paes. 1530

from Andhra Commerce.

tailanga, telingah or tilang is at once the name of a

nation of its language and of the character, in which that

language is written____andhri (script) used in Andhra
Desa.

Alberuni's India, (A. D. 1C 14)
Sachan 1914 p- 173.
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This character, like the writing of Orissa is easily

recognised by its loops and curves said to be due to the

difficulty of writing straight lines with a stylus on a pain*

leaf without splitting the leaf,

The People of India

J. D. Anderson, p. 65. 1913,

i )T /oi
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Among these five Languages, (Trilinga, Karnatic^
Tamil 3 Malayalam and Singalese) the Telinga appears
to be the most polished and though confessedly a difficult

language. It must be numbered with those which are

most worthy of cultivation, its variety of inflection being
such as to give it a capacity of expressing ideas, with a

high degree of facility, justness and elegance,

William Carey.
Grammar of Telinga

Language, 18H,

Serampur, Calcutta,

Few languages will be found more copious^ more

sonorous or more regular in constructions and it may
boast, in a peculiar manner of great elegance of expression

melody of sound.

A. D. Campbell.

Teloogoo Grammar. (1816)

s
)
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By reason of its musical flow Telugu has been called

the Italian of the East. It deserves to be equally styled

the English of the East on the ground that its vocabulary
has been copiously recruited from the classical languages
with which it came into contact as it passed through the

process of development. So much has this been the

case, that one would not be far wrong in holding that

Sanskrit had lived after ceasing to be a spoken language

by entering into Telugu and other vernacular languages
so largelr and that ban ing HINDI, Telugu is the best

specimen of Sanskrt simplified and popularised.

A. D. Campcellj

'Introduction to Telugu Grammar'.

3rd Edn. Hindu Press, 1849.

1 stEdn. 1816.

S
"
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Gentoo is the language of this part of the country

ope of the prettiest
of all the dialects.

Letter from Madras, 1837

A Glossary of Anglo Indian

Colloquial words and

Phrasrs. Yule and Burnell.

London 1886. Pp 280 . 281

2nd Edn. P. 369 (1968)
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Gentoo
(fiactxr*)

>&> Stf&x:&> \

( PortugueseV 4e ^2) Sg)

cr. d.
Soo^sS)^

Itihas

Itihas L
(2). 1975)

In respect of antiquity of culture and glossorial

copiousness, Telugu is generally considered as ranking

next to Tamil in the list of Dra<. idian idioms, whilst in

point of euphonic sweetness it justly claims to occupy
the first place.

Rev. Robert Caldwell.

Comparative Grammar
of Dravidian Languages

p. 25. Madras

1956 (1857)

rcr-Sfi

The Telugu people inhabiting the Northern Circars

and the Nizam territory are also remarkable for their

industry and their soft language, aboundipg in yowels ?
is

Italian of the East,

|4odern India and Indians,

Monier Williams, 1878,

1st Edn. Firgt Indian

Reprint 1971 p. 189

Ao^ioo^^ 6^5
(i

eo
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Telugu is singularly melodious. It is the sweetest

and most musical of all the Dravidian tongues, and it

sounds harmonious even on the lips of the most illiterate.

It has justly been called the "Italian of the East
5

.

Henry Morris,

Simplified Telugu Grammar,

London 1890. P. I. 2

. n

TELOOGOO is the softest of all the Eastern Langu
ages.

Manual of Administration

Madras. Vol. III. (1893)

As a vernacular this (Telugu) is more widely spread
and has a greater number of speakers even than Tamil,

Linguistic Survey of

India, p. 91. (1906)

"ieoto S^ejorr -zr*c2>ooQ
o

The Telugu or Telinga Language ranks next to

Tamil among the Dravidian Languages in respect of

pulture and copiousness of vocabulary ^pd exceeds it in
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euphony. Every word ends in a vowel and it has been

called the Italian of the East.

G. A. Grierson.

Linguistic Survey of

India. Vol. I. p 92

Reprint. 1967 (1906)

"S&rtb,

00^8.

LANGUAGE.

Telugu is poorer in classical literature than its sister

language, Tamil. BUT it certainly bears the form for its

exquisite grace and melody. On account of its sweetness

of sound it is aptly called 'The Italian of the East'

A Manual of Telugu Grammar
and Phonetics, p. 7 1918

OT*r*^
t)

^(^^,
L. )

8

Telugu can be looked upon as the northern most

member of the southern Languages or the southernmost

member of the northern Languages. ;
and it has the

advantages of both groups with few, if any, ofthe defects.

It is adaptable, dynamic, absorbtive, grammatically simple
and euphonically exceptionally beautiful even when

using foreign words. It has never suffered from narrow

provincialism.

G. Homefield Me Leod.

m his letter to the Editor;

The Hindu dated 16th July, 1958,
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But should the period of English dominance end

tomorrow and the Andhras form their own Government,

they must make an attempt to conduct their own affairs

in their own language.

Introduction to Telugu

Dictionary... R. callettill.

p XI. OUP. 1935.

i

You cannot keep oat foreign words as you keep out

foreign manufactured goods. Perhaps Telugu accepts
them more easily than any other Indian Language and
this certainly helps to make it a rival to Hindi in teaching

Science, Medicine and Engineering.

J. B. S. Haldane.-.'The Hindu'

dated 27. 4. 1958.
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The poses of the ladies in this subject (Amaravati)
show a striking resemblance to those of the wall-paintings

ofAjanta, and a comparative study of the sculptures of

Amaravati and the paintings of former place reveals the

fact that the Art of Ajanta is essentially Andhra both in

feeling and technique.

FINE ARTS. The

Early History of

The Deccan. Vol. II.

Ed. G. Yazdani-

p. 749. OUP.

\

cc
lt has only been as yet imperfectly explored, but

from what we now know of it, there can be no hesitation

in asserting that its sculptured details are more extentise

and more interesting than those of any other Buddhistic

monuments in India
3
and a higher class of art that has

yet been found anywhere".

J. Ferguson: Amaravati

Royal Ariatic Society Journal of

Great Britain a Ireland. Vol IIL

New Series Pages 132-165. (1868)
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"The local development, in the south, of the early

phases of the Indian Art was indeed a valuable contri-

bution made by the artist of the Andhra Desa and it will

be reasonable to support, by sculptures of the Andhra
tribe

55

Aodhra ScuIpture-O. G. Gangooly. Page 18 (1973)

^06^0616 vtf&otftf^SJSNQS eoitfoeo^JW
*-e

The pronunciation of Samskrt among the Teloogoos

corresponds with the purest pronunciation at Benaras,

(varanasi).

Madras Manual of Administration

Madias. Vol. III. 1893.

Q, Ci

. 1893.

The rule of a Telugu Dynasty over a Tamilian

kingdom with such cultural and other benefits to the land

is indeed a most striking and creditable feature, in the
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History of South India, and forms a most pleasing echo

of vigorous and continuous cultural growth.

Prof G. S. Srinivasa Chari.

Introduction to the

Nayaks of Tanjore,

Annamalai University

Publication. 1943.

fo. 0^^ (^^sp^Epd (1943)

The best painted clothes were to be had at PULIGAT

belonging to Vijayanagar, Nizampetam or Petapoli.

Masulipatnam is quite the most famous market on the

coast.

Schorer (1609. 1614)

Dutch Factor.

o a eo

W

(1609-1614)

After mentioning the Town of St. Thomas he next

describes the kingdom of Motphile (Motupalli, near

Chirala, Prakasam Dt).
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It is in this kingdom that diamonds are got. No
other country but the kingdom of Motphile produces
them ..... In this kingdom are also produced the best

and most delicate buckrams, and those of the highest

price in south, they look like tissue of the spider's web.

Report on the old Records

of the India Office, 1891.

Pp. 127., 128.

en

Stftf
CD ca

.
t> <j co e)

The paintings of this coast of Coramandal are

famous throughout India and are indeed the most exqui-
site that are seen. The best wrought, all with the pencil

and with such durable colours that, not withstanding

they be often washed
3
the colors fade not whilst the cloth

lasteth
;
and this happeneth principally by a plant which

growth only in this country called by them chay which

dieth or stainet a perfect red.

The cloth plain and patterned, the muslins were best

woven in and around Warangal and Persia took much

for turbans and girdles.

Big and good ships were built here especially at

Narsapur and with these ships Andhras traded with the
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Red Sea and the East including the Archipelago besides

along the coast.

W. Methwold, 1618.. .1622

at Masulipamam.

English Factory Records.

jco, c^<^25$). axb

wrr*

co co

?J w O

i(5

"

Much common cloth, all kinds of muslins and

mallow cloth and other merchandise brought there

locally from the regions along the coast .. about these

places is the region of Masalia, stretching a great way
along the coast before the inland country, a great quan-

tity of muslins is made there.

Periplus of Erythrean Sea.

(Form History of Andhra Commerce) p 2

AoQ. ^8



They built some ships much larger than ours capable
of containing two thousand butts, and with fine sails and

many masts.

Nicolo Conte

1419

History of Andhra Commerce, p. 4

. 2000

The well known traveller BERNIER (1656 68) was

in Agra and described the tent in the throne hall at Agra.

'The outside of this magnificent tent was red, and

the inside wa^ lined with elegant Masulipatam chintzes,

figured expressely for that very purpose with flowers so

natural and colour so vived that the tent seemed to

encompassed with real gardens.

I3M o&p>r&^<> "S^o&JT (1656-68)

L
g'Go^G Tr^)^cK>, ^o

oj v o

Goods from this icoast suit French ?ind continental
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Voltaire, the French Philosopher speaks of, 'The

loveliest printed fabrics of Masula
5

The History of Andhra

Commerce p- 6

The Andharas are a virile people proud of their

traditions, they are devoutly religious people, capable of

sacrifice. Much is expected from them by the country*

Andhra Desh is full of vigour. Her people are strong,

powerful, insistent, generous and loving.

Mahatma Gandhi,

Young India,

April 13, 1921
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